Making Gloves.
This pattern is color coded and should be easy to follow. This is a basic pair of gloves with no lining. The lining can be added later by duplicating this pattern using a pelt then stuffed up inside the glove then sewn together at the base. Bead work can be added on the glove or on the cuff. Make sure you do all beadwork before sewing the glove together.

When you sew ALWAYS sew inside out, that way the seams are hidden. Make the seams tight and firm. We recommend a whip stitch like this diagram.

STEP 1.
Trace glove cutouts onto the leather. Cut out a total of 10 pieces, make sure that you have a left and a right glove. Be sure to mark on the inside L and R.

STEP 2.
Sew A. and C. Together starting at the RED dot and ending at the RED dot.

STEP 3.
Sew A./C. to B. starting at the PURPLE and ending at the PURPLE.

STEP 4.
Starting at the GREEN spot and ending at the GREEN spot.

STEP 5.
Sew D and E together along the sides. Sew them to the base of the glove.

STEP 6.
Repeat steps 1 - 5 using your inner lining. Push it up into your gloves. Sew it around the base. If you want to add a strip of hide below the glove and near the base now is the time. ( • Photo)
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THESE PATTERNS CAN BE COPIED AND RESIZED ON A SCANNER OR COPIER TO ENSURE PROPER FIT. EMAIL: biskakone@yahoo.com